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Abstract: What does mean “J”?... What does mean “K”?... “J” and “K” are enemies to each other?... The Land of 
“JAMMU” and “KASHMIR” is normally called in short as “J & K”. If so… 

i) What does mean “JAMMU” (J-AMMU)?... 
ii) What does mean “KASHMIR”?... 
iii) Can we call the Land as K & J?... 

- M. Arulmani, 
Author, Tamil based Indian. 
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J & K was from 1846 to 1952 a princely state in the British empire in India and was ruled by Jamwal Dogra 
Dynasty. The state was created in 1846. Kashmir was sold by the British to Gulab Singh for Rs. 7,500,000 of all 
lands in Kashmir that were ceded to them by the Sikhs under the treaty of Lahore. Srinagar is summer capital and 
Jammu is winter capital. 

In the history of India everyday innocent peoples are being killed due to act of Terrorism in the Republic state 
of “J & K”. Besides Neighbouring friends “CHINA” and “PAKISTAN” are also creating Tension to INDIA and 
claiming rights over the land are a of J & K in the “Border issue” in the Northern part of India. “SRI LANKA” 
another friend is also creating Tension to India over the Territory of “Fishing Territory” area between INDIA and 
SRI LANKA near “KACHCHA THEEVU”. 

 

 
 

Abstract: This scientific research article focus that in the history of “Geological evolution” of world nations on the 
“Earth planet” “J &K” shall be considered as “MOTHER” of all nations. “J” and “K” cannot be separated. 
 
Keywords: history; Geological evolution; world; nation; Earth planet; MOTHER 
 
(i) 

 
 
(ii) 

 
 
i) ”K” shall be considered as the “1st generation 

land mass” also called by author as “K-NADU”. K-

NADU shall mean “BLUE CONTINENT” exists 
even before Origin of “first Sun Light” on the Earth 
planet (Say 2,00,000 years ago). 

ii) ”J” shall be considered as the “2nd generation 
Land Mass” also called by author as “J-NADU”. “J-
NADU” shall mean “GREEN CONTINENT” 
consider formed due to origin of “First Sun Light” 
on the Earth Planet (Say 1,00,000 years ago). In other 
words it shall be stipulated that “K-NADU” becomes 
“J-NADU” due to impact of birth of Sunlight. 
“JAMMU” shall mean “LAND OF FIRST 
SUNRISE”. 

iii) It is further hypothesized that various 
diversified “Earth Land” shall be considered 
originated from “J-NADU” (GREEN CONTINENT) 
due to land division occurred due to varied climatic 
conditions in three generation of “Nuclear Age”. 
“RED NATIONS” shall mean “3rd generation 
nations”. 
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i) Dear Brothers are you not genetically related to  “ASEAN” 
(Dark Continent)?... 
ii) SAARC Nations are Seven (or) Eight?... 
iii) Dear Brothers are you not genetically related to  “SOUTH ASIA” 
Continent?... 
iv) Dear Brothers are you not genetically related to  “EAST ASIA” 
continent?... 
v) Dear Brothers are you not genetically related to  “WEST ASIA” 
continent?... 
vi) Dear Brothers your initial geography of Land is  Oval Shape?… 
(or) Circular Shape?... (or)  “ZIG-ZAG” Shape?... 
vii) Dear Brothers why do you unnecessarily trouble  your mother “J 
& K”?... 

 
1.0 Philosophy of “THAILAND” (THAI-e)?... 

It is hypothesized that “THAI-e” shall be 
considered as the “Head Quarter of Human 
Ancestor” called by author as “WHITE 
CONTINENT” (or) “WHITE MARS” exist near 
“WHITE HOLE” region of Universe consider exist 
under “UPWARD GRAVITY” and “ENDO 
THERMIC ENVIRONMENT” (Say 5,00,000 years 
ago). In Proto Indo Europe root the white continent 
shall be called as “EZHEM” or “THAI-e”. 

It is further focused that during “PLASMA 
AGE” the portion of land mass of white continent 
considered descended to Earth Planet and become 
“KANDY”. The Land mass of “K-NADU” shall be 
considered grown up from the genetic mars of 
KANDY (called by author as KACHCHA THEEVU). 
The philosophy of sequential origin of THAI-e, 
KANDY, K-NADU, J-NADU shall be described as 
below. In Proto Indo Europe root word the landmass 
shall be called as below. 

 
 

i)  “THAI-e” as “AETHIA” (Prehistoric) 
ii) “KANDY”as “AUSIA” (Proto Indo 
Continent) 

iii) “K-NADU” as “ETHIA” (Indo Continent) 
iv) “J-NADU” as “VINTHIA” (DRAVIDA 
CONTINENT) 

The philosophy of THAI-e, KANDY, K-
NADU, J-NADU shall be considered single 
large continent having genetically varied 
characteristics considered exist under 
different environmental condition. ‘THAI-e” 
shall mean “WHITE CONTINANT”, 
KANDY shall mean DARK CONTINENT, K-
NADU shall mean “BLUE CONTINENT”, 
J-NADU shall mean “GREEN 
CONTINENT”. 
- M. Arulmani, 
Author, 
Tamil based Indian. 

2.0 Philosophy of ”ETHIA SPILIT”?... 
It is hypothesized that the philosophy of “ETHIA 

SPILIT” (Blue Continent) shall be considered as 
formation of three-in-one SUB CONTINENTS from 
fundamental “SINGLE CONTINENT”. The ETHIA 
SPILIT shall be considered as origin of three-in-one 
fundamental ethnic population called “INDOS”. 

i) Right Wing is like “ACHARYA” (Elephant) 
ii) Left Wing is like “SANKARA” (Tiger) 
iii) Centre Wing is like “ADI SANKARA” 

(Lion) 
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“J-NADU”, K-NADU shall be considered as the 
centromere of Three-in-one “ASIAN SUB 
CONTINANTS” (ie) SOUTH ASIA, EAST 
ASIA, WEST ASIA fundamental tectonic 
region. During the expanding universe 
thousands of diversified nations, Islands shall 
be considered originated and connected to 
“subtectonic regions” of three-in-one 
fundamental “J&K” region. 
- M. Arulmani, 
Author, 
Tamil based Indian. 

 
3.0 Philosophy of Initial Creation?... 

It is hypothetical that the whole universe shall be 
considered created by “Supernatural person” called 
by name by author as RAMANUJAM through his 
MOTHER JANAKI (SOUL). “THAI-e” (AETHIA) 
shall be considered as the WHITE CONTINENT 
where Human Ancestors (ANGELS) considered lived 
in the early universe and during plasma age the Angel 
population shall be considered descended to EARTH 
PLANET. The AETHIA shall also be called as 
“RAMANUJAM NADU” (Natural Population). 
Further in post Indo Europe root RAMANUJAM, 
JANAKI shall also be called as KASHMIR, JAMMU 
(J-AMMU). “J&K” can not be separated. “K”is like 
“CREATOR” who created everything through his 
“MOTHER” (SOUL). 
 
(i) 

 
 

 
(ii) 

 
 
It is further focused that in Indian mythology the 

philosophy of various Avatars like BRAHMA, 
RAMA, KRISHNA, SHIVA shall be considered as 
the “Gods” of genetically varied races as stipulated 
below. 

 
i) Ramanujam – Terrorist (creator) 
ii) Janaki – Natural Justice (Pope) 
iii) Brahma – Ethicist (God of Ethics) 
iv) Rama – Revolutionist (God of Revolution) 
v) Krishna – Democracist(God of democracy) 
vi) Shiva – Socialist (God of Socialism) 
 
4.0 Philosophy of J & K Ethnics?... 

It is hypothesized that the populations of J & K 
shall be considered of era of “UNITY DRAVIDIAN 
RACE” and Shiva shall be considered as god of 
Dravidian (75,000 years ago). During the course of 
time the Unity Dravidian race shall be considered 
undergone three Ethnic regions as described below: 

 
i) KASHMIR VALLEY (Chola) – 
Adisankara Lion 
ii) JAMMU (Pandiya) – Sankara Tiger 
iii) LADAKH (Chera) – Acharya Elephant 
 
5.0 Conclusion: 

The Ancient “J&K” shall be considered as the 
single large continent consider exist even before 
formation of various “sub-continent nations” such as 
South Asia, West Asia, east Asia, Central Asia, 
South east Asia etc. J & K shall also be called as 
“mother of all nations”. 
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